
No Module Learning Objective Learning Outcome Hours

01 Introduction to PLC

> Introduce PLC

> Concept and related theory about PLC

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Understand PLC and wiring

> Understand input devices, output devices, power suppy 

requirement, terminal wiring, Sourcing, Sinking, NPN, PNP, Relay and 

PLC safety

1

02 Field Devices & Wiring > Identify the PLC input and output devices

> Perform the wiring of PLC

> Perform programming to check IO connectivity

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Understand different types of PLC Input and Output Devices

> Perform wiring of sensors with PLC

> Create simple program to check sensors connectivity

2

03 Input & Output Address > Understand Input / Output Addressing

> Perform Addressing for Registers

> Perform Addressing for Holding Register

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform Input / Output Addressing

> Perform Addressing for Registers

> Perform Addressing for Holding Register

1

04 Programming Tool / Programmig Software The trainees will have knowledge and skills to:

> Perform programming 

> Understand I/O Assignment

> Develop PLC Programming Project

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform programming 

> Perform I/O Assignment

> Develop PLC Programming Project

1

05 Ladder Programming - I > Understand the Ladder Logic Programming

> Understand the operation modes of PLC

> Online edit the Program

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform programming of PLC using Ladder Logic Diagram

> Operate the PLC in different operating modes: Program, RUN , 

Monitor

> Perform online edit of the program

4

06 Sensors Fundamentals 

> Identify the types of sensors At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring of sensors to PLC

2

07 Ladder Programming - II > Use Timer and Counter instruction

> PLC Programming for Practical Applications

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Program PLC for Conveyor, Traffic light

> Program PLC using Timing Chart

4

08 E-Pneumatic Fundamentals > Identify Electro-Pneumatic Components

> Identify Solenoid Valves

> Identify Cylinders

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring of solenoid valves

> Perform compressor connectivity with valves and cylinders

> Program the PLC for Single Acting and Double Acting Cylinders

2

09 Maintenance and Troubleshooting > Understand PLC Cycle

> Understand errors encounter in PLC

> PLC troubleshooting flowchart

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Understand PLC Cycle

> Understand errors in PLC

> Intepret troubleshooting flowcharts

2

10 Practical Assessment > Practical Assessment At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring and programming of PLC for the given sequence

2

11 Stack Magazine > Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot 

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot the station wirign and programming

2

COURSE CONTENT / ACTIVITY



12 Conveyor Station > Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot 

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot the station wiring and programming

2

13 Handling Station > Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot 

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot the station wiring and programming

2

14 Stations Integration > Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot 

At the end of this module trainees will be able to:

> Perform wiring of station

> Perform sequence programming

> Troubleshoot the station wiring and programming

3

Quick start guide describes the initial 

commissioning

of the IoT Gateway
Prerequisites for the initial commissioning

IP addresses upon delivery

Setting up the IoT Gateway

Preparing the PC for the network 

configuration
Opening the IoT Gateway web interface

Changing the IP address of the IoT Gateway

IoT gateway send data to Node-Red

Communicating with OPC UA using  Node-

RED 
Communicating with MQTT using Node-RED 

Visualization using Node-RED
17 Theory Assessment To assess the knowledge of the trainees. Trainees will do the MCQ base assessment, upon passing lead them 

to the certification.

1

18 Practical Assessment To assess the skills of the trainees. Trainees will perform the wiring of the IO with the PLC for the given 

station and perform the programming for the sequence, being 

competent will lead them to the certification.

4

7

7

15

16

The learning objectives of the training programme:

To be able install their existing machine and equipment with IoT 

Gateway

At the end of this module trainees will have knowledge and 

understanding to setup IoT Gateway and collecting data from sensor.

At the end of this module trainees will have knowledge and 

understanding to communicating with different protocol.

The learning objectives of the training programme:to be able 

communicating with protocol OPCU and MQTT



Total Hours 70

14

Mindset Changing Session in A Big Picture 2.0

Introduction

Why Employees Are Stuck in the Old World 

Mindset?

The Power of Vision

The Customer

Understanding Accountability and 

Entrepreneurship

Closing Activity: Mind Maps

When companies have done their share in creating the optimal 

work condition and atmosphere for its employees the next question 

is how to rally them in looking toward what is best for the 

organization. One of the most frequent complaints of managers and 

stakeholders is the inability of their employees to look beyond their 

job descriptions and do more than what is expected. In the same 

manner the problems that plague leaders is a sense of 

micromanagement, being operational and technical whilst losing 

sight of the future. 

At the end of this module trainees will have knowledge lean six sigma 

retentation awarness

720

1. Introduction to Productivity: What is 

Productivity?

2. How to measure productivity?

3. The link of Productivity to Profitability

4. How these two mutually support each other

5. What happens when wage increase is faster 

than Productivity increase?

6. Benefits of a PLWS

7. Simulation exercise.

8. Key Volume Indicators: Fixed vs Variable Costs 

impact on Productivity

9. Concept of Value Add (VA) in Productivity

10. International and Industrial Benchmarking: 

VA perspectives

11. The 6 Major Productivity Indicators linked to 

VA (used by many countries)

12. Using VA to look at Productivity 

Improvement

13. How to calculate wage/pay to achieve win-

win

14. Systematic measurements (Technicalities)

15. Human Aspects: Communicating the right 

message, Managing Change

16. How to manage Productivity-linked Wage 

System

19 -define the meaning of productivity & its application

- measure and improve on a continuous basis

- link productivity with wages and profitability

- understand the concept of value-add

- benchmark with organizations nationally, regionally, and globally

- manage PLWS and pay wages which reflect the company and 

individual performance to ensure                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

organization’s sustainability and individual motivation

- improve industrial relations

At the end of this module trainees will have knowledge lean six sigma 

PLWS concepts


